Whole-brain black-blood imaging with magnetization-transfer prepared spin echo-like contrast: a novel sequence for contrast-enhanced brain metastasis screening at 3T.
In contrast-enhanced (CE) brain metastasis screening, coexistence of enhanced blood vessel suppression and higher tumor-to-parenchyma contrast may improve radiologists' performances in detecting brain metastases compared with conventional sequences. In this study, we propose a new scheme, allowing both suppression of blood signals and improvement of tumor-to-parenchyma contrast, using motion-sensitized driven equilibrium prepared 3D low-refocusing flip-angle turbo spin echo (TSE) ("magnetization transfer prepared spin echo"-like contrast volume examination: MATLVE) for brain metastasis screening at 3.0 T, and we compare MATLVE to conventional three-dimensional (3D)-gradient recalled echo (GRE) and 3D-TSE sequences. With the use of MATLVE, the signal intensity of CE blood decreased substantially. Furthermore, the contrast ratio of tumor-to-white matter was significantly higher than in either conventional 3D-GRE or 3D-TSE. MATLVE can be used for 3D volumetric post-CE black-blood imaging, and it may be effective in detecting small brain metastases by selectively enhancing tumor signals while suppressing blood signals.